
Connecting
the Mobility World



One integration,
countless mobility
services in Europe

In a few lines of codes, Lyko provides you all the 
richest data of mobility service providers. From 
planning to payment, cover all users’ mobility needs, 
from the first to the last kilometer.

2.5 K
Mobility Services 

Providers

1.7 K
Cities in the

World



Connect your platform, 
to public and private transports

Smart Cities

Mobility players

MaaS solutions

Travel industry

Financial Services

Mobility service providers | MSPClients

In less than 5 minutes



All tools you need, 
to ensure an end-to-end mobility experience

The access to the distribution and booking 
systems of various mobility services. 
Without handling all the integrations

one by one!

Mobility Marketplace API 
.

The guarantee to deliver the most reliable 
traveler information, Without having to 

worry about interoperability 
between MSP!

Intermodal Routing API 

Through a simple integration 



A rich-features API, 
to sell mobility
services effortlessly

Mobility Marketplace API Intermodal Routing API

.

Give your users the choice to 
book a taxi, a parking spot or 
even buy a train or bus ticket, 
Without any redirection!

Distribution 

Give your users the power to 
view prices or availability of 
each mobility service. In real 
time or time-shifted! 

Availability

Offer your user the ability to 
pay only once, Irrespective of 
the number and the modes of 
transportation booked! 

Centralized payment



The only trip planner,
that provides truly
door-to-door journeys

.

Next bus, the nearest stop, … 
Allow your users to know 
exactly the best time and
the best alternatives.

Reliability 

Allow your users to calculate 
the seamless intermodal 
itinerary, in only a few 
milliseconds.

End-to-end

Give your user the power to 
rank routes by price, duration 
or even carbon footprint, 
directly in your platform!

Flexibility

Mobility Marketplace API Intermodal Routing API



A detailled dashboard, 
to track and optimize
your app performances

Via your Lyko dashboard, keep track of all metrics and KPI. As
the evolution of reservations in real time to understand the
customer behavior, or ever, in one click, disconnect a Mobility
service providers, without touching the code.



The easiest way, 
to avoid investing in R&D

As an aggregator, we know that it is 
often difficult to convince a MSP. To 
avoid the long negotiations, we do all 
the hard work of sourcing, contracting 
and connecting the MSP for you!

IntegrationIntermodality

VisibilityInteroperability

No matter the scope of your project or the 
territory. Our intermodal calculator 

which can support a large high-volumes of 
data, on a national and local scope.

No matter the type of MSP or the nature 
of the territory. We do all the hard work 
of harmonizing data and manage all the 

complexity of development, for you !

At Lyko, be always clear about 
what you will pay. No commitment. 
No hidden fees. Keep track of 
expenses, every month.



The smart toolbox, 
built by and for 
developers

Because we know that the development of 
intermodal platform can take much time. We've 
developed an easy-to-use REST API, so your teams 
don't have to assemble outdated database or spend 
months integrating some features.

✓ Scalable architecture

✓ Clear documentation

[
{

"origin": {...},
"destination": {...},
"costs": {

"currency": "EUR",
"amount": 6.45,

},
"legs": [

{
{...},
"mode": "BUS",
"costs": {

"currency": "EUR",
"amount": 1.90,

}
},
{
{...},
"mode": "SCOOTER",
"costs": {

"currency": "EUR",
"amount": 4.55,

}
}

]
}

]
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✓ 99,95% uptime
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Calculate and plan 
intermodal routes 
to reduce car useSEAT Air France Great Jakarta

Use cases
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Integrate booking
of airport transfers
on its platform SEAT Air France Great Jakarta

Use cases



Simplify the development
of MaaS app, to cover the 
mobility needs of 30M peopleSEAT Air France Great Jakarta

Use cases

Application 
in progress
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Get
in touch !

Start to sell mobility services 

Get started for free 
or contact our sales teams 
if you have few questions 

See all our coverage

To discover our global scope 
and all our transportation 
services providers 

Join our network partners

Transport services providers, 
ticketing platforms, mobility 
data providers… 

lyko.tech coverage.lyko.tech partners@lyko.tech >>>
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